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Local Gromov-Witten invariants of cubic surfaces 

Yukiko Konishi 

Abstract. 

We compute local Gromov-Witten invariants of cubic surfaces via 
nef toric degeneration. 

§1. Introduction 

Let X be a smooth complex projective surface and Kx its canon
ical divisor. Assume that the anticanonical divisor-Kx is nef. In this 
paper, such a surface X will be called a nef surface. Let M 9 ,o (X, (3) 
(resp. M 9 ,1 (X, (3)) be the moduli stack of stable maps to X of genus 
g without marked point (resp. with one marked point) and degree 
(3 E H 2 (X, Z). Let 1r: M 9 ,1 (X, (3) ~ M 9 ,0 (X, (3) be the forgetful map 
and ev : M 9 ,1 (X, (3) ~ X be the evaluation at the marked point. If (3 
satisfies the condition 

(1) 

then the rank of R 11r*ev* Kx is equal to the virtual dimension of the 
moduli space M 9 ,0 (X, (3), since R 01r*ev* Kx = 0. The rank is given by 

(2) (1- g)(dimX- 3) + ~ c1 ( -Kx). 

Definition 1.1. ForgE Z>o and (3 E H2 (X,Z) satisfying (1), the 
local Gromov-Witten (GW) invariant N 9 ,(3(Kx) of X of genus g and 
the homology class (3 is defined by 
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where Ctop denotes the Chern class of degree (2). 

As long as the nef assumption and condition (1) are satisfied, the 
local GW invariants are deformation invariant. 

Local GW invariants of del Pezzo surfaces 8d, i.e. surfaces whose 
anticanonical divisors -Ksd are ample (therefore nef) and (-Ksd) 2 = d 
(1 :::; d :::; 9), have been intensively studied in physics in relation to the 
non-critical string by mirror symmetry, Seiberg-Witten curve technique 
and the geometric transition. In the case of toric del Pezzo surfaces 
(i.e. 6 :::; d :::; 9), an explicit formula for the generating function at all 
genera is known [2, 3, 1, 7, 12, 11]. For nontoric del Pezzo surfaces 
(1 :::; d :::; 5), Diaconescu and Florea proposed a closed formula [5] by 
using the conjectural ruled vertex formalism [4]. 

For 83 , 84 , 8 5 which admit smooth nef toric degenerations (nef toric 
surfaces which are deformation equivalent to them), the generating func
tion of local GW invariants can be obtained from those of the toric de
generations. We will explain the deformation invariance of local GW 
invariants and a formula for the generating function for 83 . The mate
rials of this article are based on the joint work [8] with Satoshi Minabe. 

§2. Nef toric degeneration of 83 

Recall that a del Pezzo surface of degree 3, 83 , is realized as a blow
up of l.P'2 at six points in general position. Let e1 , · · · , e6 E Pic(83) be 
the classes of the exceptional curves of the blowup and l be the pullback 
of the class of a line in l.P'2 • It admits a smooth deformation to a nef toric 
surface 8£ whose fan is shown in Figure 1. Let Ci ~ l.P'1 (1 :::; i :::; 9) be the 
toric divisors corresponding to the primitive generators Vi (1 :::; i :::; 9) 
of the fan. The following gives an isomorphism between Pic(8£) and 
Pic(83). 

cl f-+ e2 - es, c2 f-+ l - e2 - e3 - e6' c3 f-+ e6, 

(3) c4 f-+ e3 - e6, Cs ~--+ l - e1 - e3 - e4, c6 f-+ e4, 

c7 f-+ el - e4, Cs ~--+ l - e1 - e2 - es, Cg ~--+ es. 

§3. Deformation invariance of local GW invariants 

Let Px := l.P'(Kx EB Ox) be the projective compactification of the 
canonical bundle and ~ : X '-+ Px be the inclusion as the zero section 
of Kx C Px. By considering the C*-action on the fiber l.P'1 of Px and 
using the localization formula, we can show that the local GW invariant 
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V3 = ( -1, 2) 

V4 = (-1,1) 

V5 = (-1,-1) Vg = (2,-1) 
V7 = (0, -1) Vs = (1, -1) 

Fig. 1. The fan of the nef toric degeneration sg 

N 9 ,13(Kx) of a nef surface X and (3 E H 2 (X, Z) satisfying (1) is the same 
as the ordinary GW invariant of Px: 

Ng,L.j3(Px) = r_ 1. 
}[M g,o(Px ,L.j3)]vir 

This shows that the deformation invariance of the local·GW invariants 
in this case follows from that of the ordinary GW invariants [10]: 

§4. Equivariant local GW invariants of toric surfaces 

In this section, we discuss equivariant local GW invariants of smooth 
toric surfaces. 

4.1. Equivariant local GW invariants 

Let X be a smooth toric surface. Let T denote the complex torus 
(C*)2 acting on X. Let v1 , ... , Vr be the primitive generators of the fan 
arranged couterclockwisely and let C1 , ... , Cr be the corresponding to ric 
divisors. Then the canonical divisor is written as K'f = - 2::.::~= 1 Ci. 

Definition 4.1. For (3 E H 2 (X, Z) and g E Z>o, the equivariant 
local GW invariant NJ,13 (Kx) is -

NT (K ) = { er(R1n*JL* K'f) 1 
g,/3 X }[Mg,o(X,f3)T]vir er(R0n*JL* K'f) er(Norm) 

where M 9 ,o(X,(3)T is the torus fixed loci in M 9 ,0 (X,(3) and er(Norm) 
is the equivariant Euler class of its virtual normal bundle. 
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We remark that a priori NTf3(Kx) is a rational function in the g, 

generators t1, t2 of the equivariant cohomology ring HT(pt) = Z[t1, t2] 
of a point. However, it is actually a rational number. 

By applying the virtual localization with respect to T-action, we 
have 

Proposition 1. If- K x is nef and {3 satisfies ( 1), then N 9 ,(3 ( K x) = 
NJ',f3(Kx). 

Remark 1. In general, N 9 ,f3(Kx) = NJ',f3(Kx) may not hold. For 
example, consider the Hirzebruch surface lF 2 of degree 2 and the class of 
the ( -2)-curve {30 E H2 (lF2 , Z) which does not satisfy the condition (1). 
For this f3o, No,f30 (lF2) = 0 since the virtual dimension of Mo,o(lF2,f3o) 
is negative whereas Nl,f3o (JF 2) = -1. 

Now consider the generating function of equivariant GW invariants 
summed over all genera and all nonzero second homology classes: 

(4) F};(>.,Q) = LLNJ',f3(Kx)>.2g-2Qf3. 
f3#0g?_O 

Here >. is the genus expansion parameter and Qf3 denotes an element in 
the group ring of H 2 (X, Z). 

For a sequence of integers ( c1, ... , Cr), define 

r . 

Zc1 , ... ,cr(q,tl,···,tr) = [ L II((-1)Citi)lvilqcu<y)Wvi,vi+l(q)]. 
vl , ... ,vr i=l 

Here the summation is over r partitions vi (1::::; i::::; r), "'(J.L) = Li J.Li(J.Li-
2i + 1) for a partition J.L = (J.LI,J.L2, ... ), WJ.t,v(q) = sJ.t(qP)sv(qJ.t+P) E 

1 + +' Q(q2), q~-' P = (q"'-• ")i?_l, and sJ.t is the Schur function. 

Proposition 2. 

F T( \ Q) _ l [z ( v=J>.. Q[C,] Q[Cr] )] x A, - og cj', ... ,c; e ' ' ... ' ' 

where c; is the self-intersection number of the torus-invariant curve ci. 
This result is due to [7, 12, 11]. Although only the case of Fano to ric 

surfaces are treated in [12], the calculation works for any smooth to ric 
surface if local GW invariants are replaced with equivariant ones. This 
is why we introduced the notion of equivariant local GW invariants. 
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4.2. Local GW invariants of 83 

We define the generating function Fx(>-., Q) of local GW invariants 
of a nef surface X by the formula same as ( 4) except for the summation 
over H 2 (X, Z) is restricted to f3 satisfying (1). 

Given Proposition 1, if X is a Fano toric surface, then Fx(>-., Q) = 

F'§(>-., Q). On the other hand, if X is nef but not Fano, then the gen
erating function of local GW invariants can be obtained by subtracting 
the contribution of f3 E H 2 (X, Z) which do not satisfy (1). 

For 8g, such effective T-invariant cycles are supported on the three 
chains of (-2)-curves, 01 + 02, 04 + Os, 01 + Os. Their contribution 
turns out to be 

log II z( _ 2l ( ;,., Q[ci]) z( _ 2l ( ;,., Q[ci+ll) z( _ 2l ( ;,., Q[ci]+[cHll). 
i=1,4,7 

where 

Z(-2)(>-., t) = exp [- L ~(2sin j;) -2tj]· 
j?_l J 

Finally, the generating function of local GW invariants of 83 is obtained 
by applying the deformation invariance to 83 and 8g. 

Theorem 1. The generating function Fs3 (>-., Q) of local GW in
variants of 83 is given by 

exp[Fs3 (>-., Q)] = Zc;(ev'=TA, h, ... 'tg) 
f1i=l,4,7 Z(-2)(>-., ti)Z(-2)(>-., ti+I)Z(-2)(>-., titi+l) 

with c= (-2,-2,-1,-2,-2,-1,-2,-2,-1) and the identification 

t4 = Qe3-ea, ts = Ql-e1-e3-e4, t6 = Qe4, 

t 7 = Qe1 -e4, ts = Ql-e1 -e2 -es, tg = Qes 

Acknowledgement. The author thanks the referee for many sug
gestions for the improvement of the manuscript. 
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